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Treetop Views
Hi all,
What has happened to the year, October is
only next month which will be twelve months
since our last AGM.
In the last eleven months we have had two
forest fires, one mill fire then severe southerly
winds after a lot of rain, creating varying
degrees of wind throw affecting young to
mature trees. To top it all off the returns for our
logs have not been much better than very poor.
The only saver for our industry through this has
been the pruned log prices. Export log prices
are finally showing good improvement.
Our AGM will be on 19th October 2008, we have
an enlightening field day planned. Details are in
this newsletter.
We have had a busy few months with a
seminar on the ETS (Emission Trading
Scheme), Bryan Smith of MAF provided us with
an update on the current situation of the ETS
legislation, with a focus on forestry including
potential for carbon farming and the risks
involved.
Government has passed this legislation into
law. An approx. 48 page guide line for forestry
on the ETS is being prepared, should be out
next month. This will help us make the right
decisions for our forests on this scheme.
The next seminar was “Spotlight on Wood
Energy”. This involved a full day with speakers
on the environment, burning dry wood (less
than 25% moisture) to keep smoke emissions
low, how modern log burners and industry
wood boilers are environment friendly. This was
a great seminar, full of information and
possible opportunities for our industry. This
seminar was the brain child of Michael

Cambridge. More details of this seminar later in
this newsletter.
The release of the report on The Economic
Contribution of the Forest Industry to the
Marlborough Region prepared by Berl was in
late July 2008. At the release Kel Sanderson of
Berl presented the report and described the
value forestry has on the Marlborough regional
economy. Then Bert Hughes presented the
industry point of view of the value this report
shows and the benefits to our industry and to
the Marlborough Region. We had the media
present, also two councillors and some staff of
MDC plus members of this industry present.
We have had some good media coverage.
The forest industry in year 2007 had an output
of $418 million, generated $170 million in
regional GPD, and resulted in the employment
of 1090 Full Time Equivalents.
Of the $170 million GPD from the output of
750,000 tonnes = 107 truck and trailer loads
per day gives a GDP of $6,300.00 per load as
stated in Bert’s report later in newsletter.
On behalf of this Association I would like to
thank our partners in this report for there
financial support, Flight Timber, Marlborough
Regional Forestry and Port Marlborough.
The positive spin on export log prices is that
shipping rates are easing back, the NZ Dollar is
slowly dropping, in turn export log prices are
increasing in value with steady demand.
The export log prices are reasonable with A
grade logs at $73.00/J.A.S., K grade at
71.00/J.A.S., KI grade at $68.00/J.A.S. and KIS
at $54.00/J.A.S.
The pruned log prices and demand is steady
with returns at approx. $100.00 per ton.
The 2008/2009 Marlborough Environment
Awards was launched on 5th September 2008
at Rapaura Vintners. This Association sponsors
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the forestry award at this event, because
forestry is part of the process of protecting the
environment.
We need our members to enter their forests for
this award, please make contact with a member
of the executive for your forest to be entered.
Those of us that have communication tower
companies leasing part of our forest land, are
you receiving two rate bills (rating
assessments) from the council on the same
property? If yes it may not be totally legal under
Section 5 (b) of the Rating Valuations Act
unless the lease is registered.
If you are being double rated please make
contact with me, it may be of some help to get
together.
Kevin Parkes

Berl report
Economic contribution of the forest industry to
Marlborough
Berts comments; on the value of the information
contained in the report;
land, labour and capital,
Remember school economics, Scarcity and choice,
We have limited So, Productivity is not everything, but
its nearly everything.
In this case scarcity of public money, public resources,
and regional gdp
We choose between save, invest or consume
Council has conflicting demands, and limited income
What society do we want, what does it look like, who is
included, who left out
Economics gives us tools to help decide,
What is the most benefit for the most people, what we
can trade to get there?
How can we increase productivity?
by better use of capital, whether ;
factories,
skilled labour,
better tools,
better infrastructure,
health and education in the workforce,
Council has a role in deciding and allocating resources.
Council is faced with competing demands, what we
compete with
Consumption
Rugby Union, and stadiums,
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Business plans based on handouts and pokie machines,
So be careful with super stadiums, super theaters, mega
arts complexes because
We compete with this when we ask for better roads,
healthcare, education, lower rates, or quality well paid
and resourced council staff,
Some people advocate Marlborough as a retirement
home or lifestyle block for the idle rich, but still
someone needs to house and feed everyone. Primary
industry feeds and clothes us.
Investment
Councils new Energy hungry new Tilt slab offices is a
wasted opportunity for an icon of sustainability from
local resources of LVL, timber and mdf to instead create
instead of a building, the box a building comes in.
We have to be able to value and compare these things
and we need the hard numbers and analytical discipline
of economics to do it. That’s the conflict between
equality and efficiency.
The Berl report gives us facts,
How many jobs,
jobs are people, families, kids, not some dry statistic,
456 direct jobs
1100 including the multiplier effect.
Blenheim timber graders, Rai Valley loggers, Renwick
truckies, Havelock digger drivers, Picton wharfies,
Blenheim managers, accountants, surveyors, computer
techs,
What multiplier,
The way our industry money goes into the community
and benefits others on its way through.
Primary industry is the genesis of everything, food and
shelter, the first things civilization does. Then maybe
some architecture to follow, art, fashion, sport etc once
we are fed and sheltered.
How much GDP?
that’s how we measure what we do, it’s a tool, we need
to know what it is when we make decisions that affect
the capacity to do what we do.
170 million gdp
418 million output with multiplier
If you think that’s not much try asking the bank for
some.
And its going to double in 15 years,
Capital, already vast investments in the industry, from
hand tools and vehicles to forests, to trucks, logging
gear, sawmills, computers, training, its already here and
its growing, we need leverage from this existing base.

Forests, 72000ha at estimated value of 7000 per
hectare = $500 million at 14.4 yr old
Forest products Tonnes output 750000,
Trucks day 107
Gdp per truck $6300, (symbolic) see a truck, see
opportunities
Keynes, its not for the government to do the things we
already, and do them a little better or worse, but to do
the those things not done at all.
Local govt can influence infrastructure, infrastructure is
important for increasing productivity.
Example, railway does not connect to Picton wharfside,
a rail link thru Picton from Springcreek would reduce
need for Port storage and heavy trucks in Picton,
Chip currently trucked to Nelson, may need a major new
industrial site locally;
New sawmill? or increase size of existing,
Power, sewers, waste disposal,
Consents and dedicated sites for industry
Link roads should not run through residential areas,
Renwick, Picton, Blenheim,
Picton wharf cannot currently load 2 different vessels, or
cargoes,
Lack of broadband facilities
Where will the doubled truck numbers run? how we will
deal with traffic?
Where will the workers live?
Where will they be educated and trained,
Health, training and tools are crucial for productivity
increases, wage increases and standard of living
increase.
Wilde, cynic the man who knows the price of everything
and the value of nothing
So whats in it for Marlborough?
Land value depends on rent, Rent is depends on income.
Raise income and land value rises.
Land value increase ultimately flows to rates increase
Income is set by productivity, and demand
If we can streamline compliance, add infrastructure and
increase productivity then rates take as well as gdp rise,
the community benefits from this.
Forestry land has minimal other earning opportunity, we
need to be able to change land use as required, bring in
new land, take out land for higher and better use.

The environment
RMA,
How do we protect the productivity of industry while
regulating pollution, and environmental degradation.
Instead of solving these dilemmas the RMA simply
extends the timeframes and costs and rewards the
loudest complainers.
Climate change, we know that forestry has a multitude
of benefits,
This will lead to growth in our industry, we must plan for
this growth,
Wood for energy, heat,
For biofuel
For cellulose ingredients for biotech,
For engineered timber products, green buildings,
ETS, carbon credits,
this will result in more forests,
Where should they be and how will this affect us?
Irving Fisher, Risk varies inversely with knowledge
We can reduce our risk, the knowledge is available. We
must use it.
The MFIA are happy to provide this report and resource
and we will be available to explain and present it as and
when required in order that council and decision makers
understand our industry is real, it is big, it is growing,
and we want to make Marlborough a better place.
Bert Hughes

Wind throw
There has been a major natural disaster in Nelson and
Marlborough as Im sure most of us are aware. It seems
that up to 3000 hectares of forest has been firstly
toppled by severe wind then the following week
smashed by heavy snow. The region worst affected
stretches from around Kohatu, Sherry river region east
to Havelock.
The snow appeared to load up the already wind
stressed trees to the point where more wind toppled
them. Interestingly douglas fir survived the snow very
well but did suffer some heavy damage in Hira forest
where at least 40 hectares of mature crop has been
severely thrashed. The wind in the Nelson region was
reputed to be over 150 km per hour and has even
ripped seedlings out of the ground as well as toppling
and smashing all ages and crop types of pine.
In my own forest at Pelorus we have had an estimated
10% of the area affected, ranging from total destruction
in a 1992 stand to heavy thinning in a younger stand.
Luckily for us the wind was random and appeared to
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bounce over some of the area and slam down further
along. The strategic bouncing somehow managed to
bounce into 1 post and pole stand, 2 framing stands but
only 1 of what supposedly is fragile to wind, thinned
and pruned stands. Indeed I had just last month been
thinning in 1 pruned stand which should then be at its
most vulnerable, luckily there was only a scattering of
individual trees affected there. One neighbour told me
he thought the damage was caused in a few minutes by
a tornado, rather than slowly toppling in an extended
gale.
So then what to do?
We got Jason Bryant in who quickly with Charlie and
Dean managed to track through the mess and shovel
log (excavator bunching on slopes) what could be
reached into bunches to extract with the D6. This sort
of logging can work on steep country such as ours
given good tracks and a spell from the wet weather.
Getting in quick before sapstain is crucial so having
access and consents sorted was fundamental to
recovering anything of value. Making the decision
quickly also resulted in us having access to the crew
which rapidly has become difficult due to such a vast
amount of area affected.
Of the about 12 ha affected we abandoned 4 as too
steep, too smashed, this is a write off. About 4 ha‟s is
too small to economically recover, also written off
leaving about 4 ha planted in 1992. This has had a
regen thin so was reduced from multi thousands of
regen per ha down to 600 spha as a framing crop at age
6. Luckily that‟s not a huge cash investment, as the
invested money and time is now lost. The 4 hectare
yielded about 550 tonnes as we didn‟t recover anything
the digger couldn‟t reach from tracks due to the higher
cost. This gives a tracked steep landscape with quite a
lot of remaining slash. Costs were very high but
reflects the small piecesize and hazardous nature of the
work. Costs in all were double the sales revenue from
the chip, post and k grade sales. The end result has cost
probably $5000 per ha to get to a condition were it can
be replanted. Dividing the operation into tracking,
pulling logs and processing allows better analysis .
Without tracking nothing further can be done. Even if
only line raking is done for replanting tracks are still
needed. Pulling logs to the landing also facilitated
replanting. Processing was done with a small waratah,
as the piece size was so small that manual cutting is
very expensive (and unpopular with cutters).
Processing was at a cost of about $25 per tonne while
revenue was about $40. If processing was any more
expensive we would have been better to abandon the
salvaged trees and not incur processing costs. Handling
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heavy rootballs and small branchy logs restricted
productivity severely. We could probably buy suitable
land for planting cheaper than that but I don‟t want to
look at a weedy hole in the forest for years to come.
There is also the untested question of liability for
carbon as the emission trading scheme comes into law.
Perhaps someone from the ministry may come looking
for the carbon now sadly gathered. I don‟t fancy a bill
for that in future!
We will replant this week with cypress and redwood as
a continuous cover forest project. Given the 14 year old
existing crop had no cones I believe there will not be
regen pine regrowth as there is no seed source. We
have pre sprayed the area with terbuthylazine which
inhibits weed germination but will not affect the crop
trees. Pre spraying eliminates the need for spot
releasing which can get terb on the growing buds of the
cypress causing dieback.
Continuous cover forestry of course relies on the new
crop being resistant to the wind. We have grown
radiata on that site since 1965 and this is the second
wind event but far worse than the other relatively
minor events.
The natural disasters remind me that we must plan for
these things and manage the risks. Probably the only
rational risk management strategy is that of doing a
little often. The extremes of the risk continually range
from harvesting early with a risk of sub optimal price
or grade (through size and age factors) to growing trees
on longer to attain better yield with the increasing risk
of fire and wind damage. My experience at Conras
shows that of 120 hectares established since 1965 we
have lost in 1 event, 20 trees, the second event 2.5
hectares and finally recently 10-12 hectares. So in 43
years (1.5 rotations) we have lost about 10% of our
crop. Obviously the crop that‟s laying in the mill yard
cannot be smashed by wind or burnt so harvest
regularly. Losing a little in price is better than losing a
lot through natural disaster. Also losing a pruned stand
is a substantial loss of cash, losing an un pruned
framing stand which has had less cash input is more a
loss of future opportunity than past cost. Again a risk
factor to consider when planning expenditures, and
returns from that expenditure.
Yours a little older and I hope a bit wiser now.

Bert Hughes
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NEW ENVIRONMENTAL
CODE
You may be aware that the N.Z. Forest Owners
Assoc. is expecting most forest owners to adopt their
new 2007 “N.Z. Environmental Code of Practice for
Plantation Forestry” by the end of this year.
A sub-committee of your M.F.I.A. executive (fire,
safety and training) has perused this new code and has
recommended that our members consider adopting it
and this has been endorsed by the full executive.
Some of you will remember the old yellow Liro code
but the new code
(N.Z. E – CoP) has superseded this, so where to from
here?
Start with the abridged article by David Rhodes
(NZFOA CEO) published in the February “N.Z. Tree
grower” which is enclosed in this newsletter (kind
permission by both NZFFA & NZFOA is gratefully
acknowledged). follow this up by purchasing a copy
of the field guide version available from Fitec @ $25
(phone 09 3568028, website www.fitec.org.nz).
Alternatively, members of NZFFA can order from
head office @ $15 (phone 04 4720432).
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Want to know more?
Contact a member of the fire, safety and training subcommittee:
Graham Sharland (chair)
(03) 5716203
Bert Hughes
5727902
Peter Gilbert
5782298
Jason Bryant
5727130

New code ensures
best practice
forestry David Rhodes
Forestry is one of the New Zealand‟s most
environmentally friendly industries. Our
forests stabilise hillsides, provide clean water, store
carbon, provide habitat for endangered flora and
fauna, and help offset the environmental ill-effects of
other industries elsewhere. They produce a valuable,
renewable crop with a minimum of inputs. However
to maximise those benefits, forests need to be
managed professionally and to standards appropriate
for the site.
Standards keep lifting

How we manage
make and what
reflected in the
reputation of our

our forests — the decisions we
we do on the ground — are
reputation of the industry, the
businesses and the reputation of

each of us as individual operators. But doing the
right thing is easier said than done. Meeting the
expected standards is becoming increasingly
complex and the standards keep lifting.
Topography, climate and soil type are challenging
enough. However in achieving high environmental
management standards we also need to take into
account the law, national and district plans,
conditions of consent, iwi concerns, historic sites,
codes of practice, threatened species, water quality
and biodiversity.
While doing all these things we have to operate
in a safe and economically efficient manner. It is
tough, and it will not get any easier in the future.
Markets will increasingly demand that our
processes are kind to the environment and socially
ethical. Forest and product certification are likely to
become the norm — forest owners will not only
have to meet certification standards, they will have
to prove they do.
Unstable weather patterns and more frequent
severe storms will mean a greater incidence of wind
throw, more floods and higher fire risks. As a result,
there will be greater community scrutiny of all land
owners and, their land management practices.
A practical tool

Both the New Zealand public and overseas markets
will demand good environmental stewardship and
effective biodiversity protection. For all these
reasons the NZ Forest Owners Association
(NZFOA) recently launched its new Environmental
Code of Practice for Plantation Forestry. This puts
everything in one place, providing decision-making
guidance to ensure that all factors are taken into
account before a tree is planted or felled, before a
forest is spot sprayed or before someone jumps into
the driver‟s seat of a bulldozer.
When something does go wrong in a forest it is
usually because someone did not plan, did not think
or did not remember. The code is a practical tool to
help owners, managers, planners and operators
plan, think and remember — in other words, to
make good decisions. In RMA terms, it embodies
an assessment of effects on the environment.
A checklist
In effect, the code is a checklist of things that must
be done and factors that must be taken into account
when undertaking any forest operation, from site
preparation to harvesting. If these decisions are
written down, and we strongly advise that they
should be, they provide an audit trail. If an operator
is in doubt, all they need to do is check the code
field guide.
The code is not the law and it is not a „how-to‟
manual. It does not tell you how to build a track,
construct a culvert or fell a tree, but it does
highlight the key things people should take into
account before they do. Follow the code and

nothing will fall through the cracks.
It also directs users to key technical references,
such as the 400 page Forest Roading Manual.
Members of the NZFOA are expected to comply with
the principles of the code. They are also expected to
comply with the rules. There is more discretion when
it comes to the guidelines. This allows forest
managers to weigh competing values such as safety,
environmental and economic, to make the best
decision for a particular site.
Guides to industry best practice

Even if someone is not a member of an industry
organisation, the code should be taken seriously.
Where a manager, supervisor or operator decides to
depart from the code, they would be well-advised to
have a good reason for doing so. They should write
that reason down so there is an audit trail. Codes of
practice are treated in law as being guides to industry
best practice. Failure to comply with best practice can
be used as evidence of negligence if everything turns
to custard.
Some in our industry may see the code as an
unwelcome addition to the paper war that plagues our
workplaces, but this is not the case. The forest
industry is heavily regulated already and we do not
want to make it worse. The code has not created any
new regulations, rules or standards. It has simply
brought them together in one document, along with
advice about the best ways to comply with them.
Stop and think

For a small woodlot in the middle of farmland on the
plains, the Best Environmental Management Practice
checklists will take only five minutes to complete.
The important thing is to stop and think. Who knows,
this may be the one block you will work in which
harbours endangered species, or contains an
unmarked urupa. People will find he code is a great
help in identifying the many things they do need to
take into account.
For forests on demanding hill country, the checklists
will take longer to complete, but it is important to
consider everything. Those extra few minutes spent
planning may save you many hours of remedial work
afterwards or, worse still, fines for failing to comply
with conditions of consent. In many cases, the
relevant processes of the code will provide a means of
fulfilling most of the requirements for resource
consent applications.
More transparency

The code is not intended to be adopted into district or
regional plans or to provide a library of standard
resource consent conditions. However we expect
councils to look kindly on forest owners, especially
those who are third party certified, who can
demonstrate that they followed code processes when
making decisions.
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Some councils are already saying that forest
operations conducted in accordance with the code
and which meet standards defined under the RMA
may be considered a permitted activity or given
approved operator status.
Even under current district plans, the checklists in
the code can provide a much more comprehensive and
transparent assessment of risks and effects than
standard council forms. A completed checklist
attached to the „assessment of effects‟ forms included
with a consent application is far more transparent to
both parties. Those forest owners who have already
done this have found them well received by councils.
If someone complains to the council once
operations are under way, the decision-making
process provides an audit trail — the ability to
demonstrate that all relevant factors were taken into
account during planning and implemented during
operations..
How is the code structured?
The first part is made up of 18 best environmental
management practices (BEPs). These cover
everything from operational planning and mechanical
land preparation, through to slash management and
harvesting. The next parts cover „Recognising
environmental values‟, „Planning for good
environmental
outcomes‟
,„Environmental
legislation‟, and „Training — the code as a training
tool‟. There are also several useful appendices.
Each BEP includes an objective, compulsory rules,
guidelines and guidance notes. There are also some
„musts‟ and „shoulds‟. The terms are usually
interchangeable, but even with a „must‟ there needs to
be discretion to allow for factors which are specific to
a location, such as soil type, topography and access
limitations. For example, some councils may choose
to override the minimum five metre streamside
riparian margin — requiring forest owners to plant
trees right up to the stream edge to protect erodable
stream banks, and to prevent weed infestations,
especially in new forests. Similarly, there are
circumstances where the only sensible means of
access to a site may be along a gravel riverbed.
BEPs are not intended to be used in isolation.
When an environmental risk has been identified as
part of the assessment of effects, the BEP and the
actions to mitigate that risk should be documented
against the risk. This may include selecting
appropriate guidelines from two or more relevant
BEPs.
Earthworks BEP
The Earthworks BEP first explains what the BEP
applies to, then goes on to the objectives. For those
needing an explanation of technical terms or concepts
such as catchment hydrology there is a glossary, or on
the web version, a link.
Then there is the BEP itself — divided into
compulsory rules and guidelines.
The first two rules read —
• Earthworks must be planned, designed, supervised
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and constructed by appropriately trained personnel
• Comply with council requirements, resource
consent conditions, historic places and any other
legal requirements, including mining regulations
for quarries and the building code for structures.
It is self-evident that you would need very good
reasons to depart from these rules. The guidelines are
more flexible. But even so, they should be taken
seriously into account when planning operations.
For example, the first two guidelines read —
• Programme earthworks to enable best use of
seasonal conditions and allow stabilisation before,
use
• Undertake work in suitable weather for the site
conditions.
These both assume that the weather is to some
extent predictable but, as we all know, there are times
when operations must be carried out in marginal
conditions. However if we look further down the list
of guidelines we see the emphasis on water control. If
you are working on a rain-prone site in hill country it
would be very difficult to find good reasons for not
installing adequate culverts, for example.
Finally, the BEP highlights nine other BEPs and
other key supporting references.
Greater consistency
The code will be adopted by most forest owners
during the next 12 months, although some larger
companies will continue to have environmental
management systems with provisions that are
complementary to or more specific than those in the
code. The widespread adoption of the code will
provide a greater level of consistency throughout the
industry. This will make it easier for contractors and
others to know what is expected of them regardless of
whose forest they are working in. It will provides a
framework for good decision-making and the
adoption of practices that reflect well on the
reputation of the industry, the reputation of our
businesses and the reputation of each of us as
individuals.

Graham Sharland
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The Association’s AGM is to be held on
SATURDAY
18 OCTOBER 2008
from 10:00am at
REDWOOD, AVON VALLEY

Programme will include trip through Ben Hopai & Redwood Forests
& a robust discussion on
Carbon Credits with Allan Laurie of the GreenAir Fund

THE AGM AGENDA
The agenda will proceed on the following lines:
Members Present
Apologies
Minutes of the Previous Meeting
Matter Arising
Presidents Report
Treasurer’s Report

Election of Officers
– members due for re-election are;
Michael Cambridge, Aaron Robinson,
Peter Gilbert.
General Business
Other Matters
Meeting Closure

Please advise the Executive Officer of attendance by Friday 17th October.
Contact: PALMS Ltd, Ph: 03 578 1733, e-mail: palmsltd@xtra.co.nz
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Marlborough Environment Awards open for
entries
Marlborough forest owners and associated industries are invited to enter the 2008/2009
Marlborough Environment Awards; a showcase for environmentally responsible business
management.
Forest owners from big to small are encouraged to enter the Awards, which provide an
opportunity to review environmental management and compare practices with other
companies. All that’s involved is filling out a form, then spending up to three hours with the
judging team sometime over summer.
Judging is of environmental impacts (soil, water and waste management); efficiency (water,
energy and fuel and other inputs); biodiversity (indigenous, non-indigenous and weed and
pest control); community values/responsibility/sustainability (strategies for minimising
activities impinging on communities and workers, education); landscape; and Resource
Management Act awareness and compliance.
Some benefits of entering are;
o
The opportunity for two-way sharing of information and experience
o
Judges’ feedback is an auditing opportunity, highlighting positives and suggesting improvements
o
Participation builds a positive image for Marlborough industries, which helps attract premiums for our produce
o
Winning enterprises attract positive publicity.
The Marlborough Forest Industry Association is an Awards trustee and sponsors the forestry category, as a mark of
commitment to environmentally sustainable forest management practices.
Forestry support industries such as sawmills and transport companies are eligible to enter the Awards, and will be
considered in the efficiency, innovation and potentially landscape categories sponsored by Prenzel Distilling Company,
Cuddon Engineering, and Morgans Road Nursery. A $1000 prize is awarded in each category plus a $1500 supreme
award sponsored by the Marlborough Research Centre Trust and HortResearch, for the overall winner.
Past forestry award winners have been Graham and Linda Sharland (2001), Weyerhaeuser Wairau North Forest (2003),
Rob and Anneke Schuckard (also supreme, 2005), and Conrass Forest at Pelorus (2007).
Enterprises may either enter directly or be nominated (with the entrant’s permission). Second-time entrants are welcome,
and have often gone on to win an award after putting in place some of the suggestions made by judges.
Entries close on November 7. Judging takes place December 2008-February 2009, the Awards dinner will be held
in May 2009 and field days on winning properties in May/June 2009. Entry forms can be requested from the
Marlborough District Council and are available at www.marlborough.govt.nz/enviromonitoring/awards.cfm
chestnuts, poplars, oaks, London planes and copper
beech. A strip of native vegetation grows along the river’s
edge

<<caption pic Bert Hughes forest 150015>> The field trip
to forestry category winner Conrass Forest, took in a two
hectare amenity block alongside the Pelorus River where
Bert Hughes (pictured) has planted 0.8 hectares of black
walnuts. Other species included redwoods, Eucalyptus
nitens, saligna and viminalis, Tasmanian blackwoods
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<<caption Bert Hughes forest 2007>> Marlborough
Environment Awards forestry category winner, Bert
Hughes, talks with judge Graham Sharland about logging
practices and plans.
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